
Press release: Waste site operation to
protect workers and the environment

The Environment Agency has joined forces with the Health & Safety Executive
(HSE) in the North East to carry out combined visits to check waste sites
aren’t flouting important legislation.

This ongoing multi-agency approach aims to improve working practices on
regulated sites.

During the last series of visits at the back end of 2016, staff attended 13
sites across the region, with more visits proposed for the early part of the
New Year.

To date the joint initiative has focused on sites that recycle, process or
store waste metal, such as scrap vehicles and general waste metal. Operators
use a variety of processes and equipment to strip, cut and burn waste to
extract the key metal and components, work which has the potential to expose
workers to risks to health and safety.

The aim of these visits is two-fold; to make sure the sites are operating
within the conditions of their Environmental Permit to protect the
environment and community, while ensuring the health and safety of workers
isn’t put at risk.

The Environment Agency’s Ruth Tyson, Waste Team Leader, said:

We manage our permitted sites every single day to ensure they are
operating within the law, to protect the environment and to
minimise impact on the local community.

Health and safety is paramount when our officers are visiting sites
and officers regularly contact HSE if they feel a site is unsafe.

These joint operations are a really good opportunity to share
knowledge with other agencies and mean we look at the site from
different perspectives, ensuring any issues impacting on the
environment and community can be looked at together with site
safety.

Inspector Victoria Wise from the Health and Safety Executive added:

An average of 7 people are killed each year in the waste industry,
this includes members of the public. The main causes of death are
people being run over or struck by a moving vehicle or something
unstable collapsing on them.
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A high number of workers in this industry are also exposed to
processes that cause irreversible ill health conditions. During the
last joint initiative HSE found 8 sites visited to be in
significant contravention of health and safety law with 7
Enforcement Notices served.

Joint operations such as this mean we can work alongside the
Environment Agency to make sure those responsible for the sites are
not exposing workers, members of the public and the environment to
harm from the operations they undertake.

Auction for Sale (Re-issue) of
Government Stocks

Government of India have announced the Sale (re-issue) of (i) “6.84 per cent
Government Stock 2022” for a notified amount of Rs. 2000 crore (nominal)
through price based auction, (ii) “6.97 per cent Government Stock 2026” for a
notified amount of Rs. 5,000 crore (nominal) through price based auction,

PM presents National Bravery Awards
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Govt lays down specific ‘timeline’ for
completing enquiry against officers
and members of All India Services

Government has laid down specific timeline for completing enquiry against
officers and members of All India Services (AIS) within a given deadline, in
a time-bound manner. Giving details about the DoPT (Department of Personnel &
Training) decision, Union Minister of State (Independent Charge) for
Development of North Eastern Region (DoNER), MoS PMO, Personnel, Public
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Grievances, Pensions, Atomic Energy and Space, Dr Jitendra Singh

Notice: TR21 0JY, Council of the Isles
of Scilly: environmental permit issued

The Environment Agency publish surrenders that they issue under the
Industrial Emissions Directive (IED).

This decision includes the surrender letter, decision document and site
condition report evaluation template for:

Operator name: Council of the Isles of Scilly
Installation name: Porthmellon Waste Management Site
Permit number: EPR/TP3732SE/S004
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